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Navigating an inflationary environment in
US and global equities
Forty years, that’s how long it has been since The Great Inflation, which lasted from
1965 to 1982 and saw inflation in the US climb as high as 13.5%. According to Michael
Bryan of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, it was the “defining macroeconomic event of the
second half of the twentieth century… there were four economic recessions, two severe energy
shortages, and the unprecedented implementation of wage and price controls”. We believe the
origins of the Great Inflation were Federal Reserve policies that, similar to those of today,
supported excessive growth in the money supply.

US money supply growth accelerated during the pandemic
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Source: Amundi, Bloomberg, as of 31 March 2022. M2 Money supply.

Inflation is likely to remain above the Federal Reserve Bank’s target
Economists’ forecasts of inflation (charts below) suggest we can expect sustained inflation over
the medium term.

Inflation forecasts are higher than the Fed’s target rate
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Source: Amundi, Bloomberg monthly survey of economists, as of 30 April 2022. Last point for year-end 2022 forecasts
refers to 30 April 2022. Economists forecasted both 2021 and 2022 year-end inflation rates each month. Core PCE =
personal consumption expenditures less food and energy. Headline CPI = consumer price index, all items.
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We believe inflation may remain above the Fed’s stated target of 2% for three reasons:
1. The US has a labour shortage. A sharp rebound in economic growth, combined with
an ageing population and the early retirements taken during the pandemic, have limited
the availability of labour. As a result, wages rose 4% last year, the highest increase in
two decades.

“There are
structural reasons
to believe
inflation may
persist.”

Labour shortages: aggravating the wage spiral
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Source: Amundi, Bloomberg, as of 30 April 2022. JOLTS are Total US Job openings.

2. There is a renewed global focus on energy security, food security and defence
due to the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Germany, for example, announced it would
speed up the construction of liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals to lessen its
dependence on Russian natural gas, as well as increase defence spending to 2% of
GDP, as per its NATO obligation. Food and fertiliser prices are at all-time highs
(source: Bloomberg).
3. China is no longer exporting deflation. For years China has been a source of lowcost goods, accounting for 18.6% of US imports in 2020, according to the Office of the
US Trade Representative. Due to low birth rates, however, China’s working-age
population has peaked, according to Business Insider. We believe that the declining
labour force will result in higher export prices to the US. Economic and political tensions
may also contribute to a reshoring of manufacturing to North America, potentially
adding to the US labour shortage.
Investment implications: fundamentals and valuation come into focus
If inflation persists, and we think it will, the types of stocks that are likely to do well are unlikely
to be the ones that have performed well in recent years. We suggest the following path forward
in equities:
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Source: Amundi, April 2022.

(1) From the future to the present
In the first year of the pandemic, the Goldman Sachs Non-Profitable Technology Index
quintupled.1 Certain social networking companies soared, as people connected largely through
social media in a stay-at-home environment. Investors were willing to look past near-term

“Non-profitable
tech stocks are
under siege as
interest rates
rise.”
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fundamentals (a lack of meaningful revenue or earnings) to future potential. Interest rates
plummeted, further supporting gains in long duration assets, which benefitted from a low cost
of capital.
What a difference a year makes. An economic recovery, coupled with sharply higher interest
rates, has made shorter duration stocks (companies earning money) more attractive and longer
duration assets something to avoid (see the decline in the index below in 2022). In this
environment, we believe investors could reward companies based more on their current
fundamentals rather than on their earnings potential in the distant future.

Non-profitable tech stocks languishing: Goldman Sachs’ non-profitable tech basket
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Source: Amundi, Bloomberg, as of 4 May 2022. The Goldman Sachs Non-Profitable Tech basket consists of nonprofitable US listed companies in innovative industries. Tech is defined quite broadly to include new economy
companies across GICS industry groupings. The basket is optimised for liquidity with no name initially weighted greater
than 4.65%.

(2) From paying any price to paying the right price
As shown below, the highest annualised returns in the S&P 500 for the five-year period ended
31 December 2021 were the stocks in the most expensive P/E quintile (22x P/E and higher).
Year-to-date to 3 June, the most expensive P/E quintile stocks have been the worst performers,
returning -21.61%. The best performing stocks YTD have been those in the least expensive
quintile, which returned 7.09%.

“Cheaper stocks
have
outperformed so
far in 2022,
reversing a fiveyear trend.”

US equity valuations driving repricing: S&P 500 returns by P/E quintile
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Source: Amundi Institute, Bloomberg, Factset, as of 3 June 2022. SPX Index for 2016 to 2021 refers to the
compounded annual growth rate for the period 31 December 2016 to 31 December 2021.
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Value may continue to outperform growth
If investors continue to favour stocks with lower valuations – and we believe they will in a
higher interest rate environment – value may continue to outperform growth. As shown
below, value stocks currently trade at a higher-than-average price/earnings multiple discount
to growth stocks. We believe this discount will narrow.

“Value stocks
trade at a widerthan-normal
discount to
growth.”

Value’s P/E multiple discount is wider than average by historical standards
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Source: Amundi, Bloomberg, as of 30 April 2022. Averages since 31 December 1996. P/E of Russell 1000 Value Index
and Russell 1000 Growth Index shown above. Forward price/earnings ratio (P/E) is the current price of a stock divided
by the consensus analyst estimates for one-year projections of its earnings per share.

(3) Concentration risks underscore the need for active management: S&P 500’s recent
performance is concentrated in a handful of stocks

S&P returns with and without top five holdings – 31 Dec 2019 to 29 Apr 2022
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Source: Amundi, Factset. Last data point 29 April 2022. S&P 500 is a commonly used measure of the broad US stock
market. Securities listed are not meant to represent any current or future holding of an Amundi portfolio, and should
not be considered recommendations to buy or sell any security. Top five holdings: Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Meta
Platforms and Microsoft.

The stay-at-home environment during the pandemic favoured mega-cap technology-related
companies, which benefitted from an increase in online purchases and the use of technology.
As of year-end 2021, the largest five stocks represented 23% of the S&P 500 Index, which is
the highest level of index concentration ever.
The relative performance of these five stocks in 2022, however, has begun to wane. We
believe this trend will continue in the coming years as growth for the largest companies
matures, regulation increases and investors look elsewhere for returns. Active managers that
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are underweight the largest stocks in their indices should benefit from this trend. For historical
context, the last time the concentration in the S&P 500 Index fell precipitously was after the
dot.com bubble burst. The percentage of active managers that outperformed from 2000-2002
was above 60% each year. We believe the next few years may follow a similar pattern, making
it perhaps the best time to invest with active managers in more than 15 years.
(4) From US to Global
For years, US stock market returns have largely dominated global stock market returns, but
this dominance has come with a progressively higher price tag. As of the beginning of May
2022, US equities, as measured by the forward price/earnings ratio of the S&P 500, traded at
a 40% premium to international equities (18.2x earnings vs.13.0x earnings, respectively).

“Regional
markets outside
the US are trading
below their longterm P/E
averages.”

Non-US equity markets trading at a discount to their 10-year average
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While most non-US countries are trading below their long-term P/E averages, the US is
currently very close to its 10-year historical average. In addition to the stark valuation difference
between US and non-US markets, there is another potential catalyst for non-US stocks to
outperform. The catalyst could be a continuation of the style rotation from growth to
value, driven by sustained inflation and higher interest rates. If these conditions persist,
the composition of international indices (see table) – which are more heavily weighted towards
value sectors such as financials and less towards growth sectors such as information
technology – may help them outpace US markets. Maintaining significant exposure to US
markets is critical, however, in our view given the relative stability of US earnings streams
during periods of economic stress.
Indices
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Source: Bloomberg, as of 30 April 2022.
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Conclusion
We believe inflation will remain above the Fed’s target rate of 2% due to commodity and labour
shortages, causing interest rates to remain higher than they have been in recent years. The
change in the economic landscape from a non-inflationary to an inflationary one should
continue to favour reasonably valued equities of companies that can sustain profitability despite
rising input costs. An active approach could help to navigate this environment by seeking the
stocks where the risk-reward may be more favourable.

AMUNDI INVESTMENT INSIGHTS UNIT
The Investment Insights Unit, part of the Amundi Institute, aims to transform our CIO expertise, and Amundi’s overall
investment knowledge, into actionable insights and tools tailored around investor needs. In a world where investors
are exposed to information from multiple sources we aim to become the partner of choice for the provision of regular,
clear, timely, engaging and relevant insights that can help our clients make informed investment decisions.

Discover Amundi Investment Insights at

www.amundi.com

Definitions






Basis points: One basis point is a unit of measure equal to one one-hundredth of one percentage point (0.01%).
Duration measures a bond's or fixed income portfolio's price sensitivity to interest rate changes.
Goldman Sachs Non-Profitable Technology Index consists of non-profitable US listed companies in innovative industries.
MSCI EAFE Index includes Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.
Weighted average cost of capital: This represents a firm's average cost of capital from all sources (common stock, preferred stock,
bonds and other forms of debt). It is a common way to determine the required rate of return because it depicts the return that bondholders
and shareholders demand.

Important Information
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a
basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute investment
advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data
and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information
is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its
affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”)
expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement,
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall any
MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any
other damages. (www.mscibarra.com). In the European Union, this document is only for the attention of “Professional” investors as defined in
Directive 2014/65/EU dated 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments (“MIFID”), to investment services providers and any other professional
of the financial industry, and as the case may be in each local regulations and, as far as the offering in Switzerland is concerned, a “Qualified
Investor” within the meaning of the provisions of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006 (CISA), the Swiss Collective
Investment Schemes Ordinance of 22 November 2006 (CISO) and the FINMA’s Circular 08/8 on Public Advertising under the Collective Investment
Schemes legislation of 20 November 2008. In no event may this material be distributed in the European Union to non “Professional” investors as
defined in the MIFID or in each local regulation, or in Switzerland to investors who do not comply with the definition of “qualified investors” as
defined in the applicable legislation and regulation.
This document is solely for informational purposes. This document does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a
recommendation of any security or any other product or service. Any securities, products, or services referenced may not be registered for sale
with the relevant authority in your jurisdiction and may not be regulated or supervised by any governmental or similar authority in your jurisdiction.
Any information contained in this document may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may
not be used as a basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. Furthermore, nothing in this document is intended
to provide tax, legal, or investment advice. Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document is from Amundi Asset Management
S.A.S. and is as of 3 June 2022. Diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss. This document is provided on an “as is” basis
and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The views expressed regarding market and economic trends
are those of the author and not necessarily Amundi Asset Management S.A.S. and are subject to change at any time based on market and other
conditions, and there can be no assurance that countries, markets or sectors will perform as expected. These views should not be relied upon as
investment advice, a security recommendation, or as an indication of trading for any Amundi product. Investment involves risks, including market,
political, liquidity and currency risks. Furthermore, in no event shall Amundi have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,
consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) or any other damages due to its use.
Date of first use: 3 June 2022.
Document issued by Amundi Asset Management, “société par actions simplifiée”- SAS with a capital of €1,143,615,555 - Portfolio manager
regulated by the AMF under number GP04000036 – Head office: 91-93 boulevard Pasteur – 75015 Paris – France – 437 574 452 RCS Paris –
www.amundi.com.
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